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Radio astronomy : a new science

The first detection of radio waves 
from an astronomical object was 
made in 1932 by Karl Jansky from 
the Bell Telephone Laboratories.

In his  honour, the unit used by radio 
astronomers for the strength 
(spectral power flux density) of radio 
sources is the Jansky: 10-26 Wm-2Hz-1.

Today we measure signals at levels 
of mJy or even µJy.

Mobile Phone on the Moon (assume 500 mW

across a 30 kHz channel)

Power at Earth is ~900 Jy, which is almost that of 

Cassiopeia A



The Electromagnetic Jungle

Image: R. Keller et al., MPIfR



The Electromagnetic Jungle

Slide: A. Bertarini et al., TOW 2015



Onsala Space Observatory, Sweden



Satellites, 5G, IoT

Starlink, Optical



Satellites, 5G, IoT



How do we solve it? 
Can we?

• Remote locations of telescopes 

• Robust designs – receivers and filters

• RFI mitigation, machine learning

• Spectrum management 



The importance of International Bodies

• The radio spectrum is a limited natural resource
equally available in every country.

• Radio waves do not respect national borders -
international regulations are required!

• An efficient use of the radio spectrum can only be
obtained by rules agreed on a worldwide basis.

• Making the regulations work/making new
regulations is called “spectrum management” .





Spectrum is money …

And politics…



Spectrum allocation

Spectrum bands are allocated to ’services’
– Service = purpose or application
– Most services are ‘active’ – they transmit
– PRIMARY and secondary allocations
– Radio astronomy service (RAS) is ‘passive’
– Fragmented



Piet Mondrian

Spectrum art



Observing outside allocated bands

Contact PTS... Observe here



Radio astronomy vs ‘mobile phones’
MFCN, mobile-fixed communication networks

Below 4 GHz, a huge portion (one third) of the spectrum is assigned to IMT/MFCN networks, 
whereas RAS has only 5 %. If one only counts primary bands, as little as 1.5 % is allocated to 
the RAS.



What is interference?
• Interference is an unwanted signal occurring in a 

band which has been allocated to other services

• When you observe outside the bands allocated to 
radio astronomy you may see intentional radiation 
which is someone else’s signal

• RAS also uses spectrum outside its own allocated 
bands…. ‘opportunistic observing’

• Interference is what happens when spectrum 
management  FAILS



The importance of International Bodies
The rules are established by International Bodies tasked to 
promote the harmonisation of Radio Spectrum according 
to a top-down approach:

• ITU-R (International Telecommunication Union, Sector 
Radiocommunications), an agency of the United Nations

• The European Conference of Postal and Tele-
communications Administrations (CEPT)  of 46 European 
regulatory administrations (Russia, Belarus) administers 
radio spectrum in Europe. In Sweden, PTS, Post- och
telestyrelsen
• Administrations DECIDES!



ITU regions
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The importance of International Bodies
Most important deliverables

• ITU-R - Radio Regulations
ü WRC, World Radiocommunication Conference

ü United Arab Emirates, 20 November - 15 December 2023

• CEPT - ECA (European Common Allocation) Table, Decisions,… 

• EU – Directives, Decisions and Opinions



Thresholds of interference versus frequency for radio astronomy spectral line and continuum
observations. From ITU-R Recommendation RA.769.

Thresholds of interference versus frequency



Spectrum management

Worldwide

Europe, 27

Europe, 46

National (SE)



CRAF –
The Committee on Radio Astronomy Frequencies
• Complicated landscape – radio astronomy needs to coordinate

• CRAF is the expert committee on radio astronomy frequencies of the 
European Science Foundation (ESF).

• CRAF represents all European radio observatories at the European and global 
level.

• CRAF has member institutes (radio observatories, national academies or 
funding agencies, including IVS) in 22 countries  + observers (e.g. SKA).

• Full-time frequency manager, Waleed Madkour, JIVE. Paid by (some of) the 
member institutes. 

• ITU-R sector member & observer status in CEPT. 



CRAF
• CRAF, Work Item (WI) teams, take care of all the topics in a particular field of 

spectrum management. 

• CRAF submit input documents (usually on compatibility 
studies for new proposed frequency allocations for 
active spectrum use)



CRAF - VGOS
• CRAF – VGOS WI team is led by Hayo Hase

• ITU-R Report RA.2507 “Technical and operational characteristics of the existing 
and planned Geodetic Very Long Baseline Interferometry”.

• The VGOS WI team has also been successful in establishing the IAU Resolution 
B1-20212, the group is now preparing a draft resolution for the IUGG General 
Assembly 2023.

• The VGOS team is finalising a study on the compatibility of the DORIS-System 
with VGOS radio telescopes, because a co-location of both systems is desirable 
for aligning global geodetic reference frames using different systems.



Non-geostationary satellite systems

• Starlink is only one...
• SKA, VGOS, …



CRAF activities



Dark & Quiet Skies
Astronomers and public 
stargazing joins forces

IAU centre for the protection 
of the Dark and Quiet Sky 
from Satellite Constellation 
Interference (CPS)



Radio quiet zones

• Most of the established radio quiet zones regulate only fixed 
terrestrial transmitters, not emissions from airborne (most of them) 
or space-borne (all) transmitters 

• Footprints from GPS satellites in the 1-2 GHz band are thousands of 
kilometres on the ground, making it impossible for them to avoid 
radio quiet zones

• The concept of radio quiet/coordination zones for airborne and 
spaceborne transmitters will require international cooperation



World Radiocommunication 
Conference

• The output of a WRC is contained in the Final Acts, a Treaty Document. 
• An international treaty – enforceable
• Allocations to services
• Rules on sharing and protection
• Agenda items for the next WRC



WRC -19

2019 World Radiocommunication Conference
28 October 2019 – 22 November 2019



2019 World Radiocommunication Conference

Same place as the Climate Change Conference, COP27



Study Cycle (~4 years)



WRC-23



WRC-23



Federico Di Vruno from the UK SKA office gives a tutorial on the noble art of compatibility studies 
at the 5th IUCAF School on Spectrum Management for Radio Astronomy

I’ve just touched the surface…



The way forward
What radio astronomy can and will do, by and for itself

• Operate as much as possible in remote locations using the terrain to 
shield it from direct line of sight contact with populated areas (but 
this may the place where internet via satellites is needed…)

• Build “robust” receivers

• Radio astronomy has engaged with the radio spectrum regulatory 
regime since 1958 and has succeeded in securing exclusive rights to 
small fractions of the spectrum, make sure we keep them - care for 
the protected bands

• Radio quiet zones around radio telescopes are important for 
continued radio astronomical exploration

• Keep good contact with the administrations – they decide



Summary

Harvey Liszt, summer school, Stellenbosch



Thank you for your attention


